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“Bats are Brilliant” 
14th April  
 
Sitting cutting my fiftieth bat shape  out of card 
and wishing we hadn’t been so accurate over 
adding thumbs and feet, I did wonder if any-one 
was going to turn out to our first event. We’d put a 
lot of effort into planning the event – but had we 
got it right. 
The bat group is full of folk who are passionate 
about bats but would we succeed in convincing 
any-one else that they were fun and so is 
spending time out of doors? 
 
When we first met Heidi from Pride in Bedford 
and Siobhan and Paul from the Urban Ranger Team, I 
think they thought we were deranged, but they were 
won over by the captive pipistrelles we took along to 
meet them.  
 
As we set up in the Neighbourhood Centre, I think all of 
felt a bit like “What if we hold a party and no-one 
comes?”  “What if there is no-one here to eat these bat 
biscuits?” and then we noticed there were people 
waiting outside to come in even  
before the event started. 
 
As it turned out we couldn’t have asked for a better 
response. We estimate more than sixty people came 
along altogether and nearly forty of them went out on 
the bat treasure hunt. 
 
We’d been told 
what a 
welcoming 
community feel 
Queen’s Park 
and this really 
was the case. 
Lots of people 
stopped for a 
long chat and 
every-one took 
a real interest 
in the event, 
with lots of 
people saying 
they would be 
coming along 
to the evening 
bat walk in 
May. The 
captive bats were very popular and, as always, worked 
their magic. 
 
The sight of a group of children totally engrossed 
colouring in bat pictures and making masks were 
wonderful and listening to them chatting about bats as 
they did so was even better.  

 
I don’t know who had the biggest grins – the children 
coming back from the Bat Treasure Hunt or the bat 
group members who led them, or maybe it was the 
winners carrying their bat puppets away at the end of 
the event 
 
Later when we looked at the comments they had 
written on the bat outlines, we gave into a warm 
glowing feeling. We couldn’t have asked for better – 
and not even one child had its arm twisted behind its 
back. 
 

Jude Hirstwood  


